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Developed at first with parking lot sweeping in mind. The
Model 210 has brought the Regenerative Air System power
and efficiency to a smaller version TYMCO sweeper. The
Model 210 for decades has been the workhorse for sweeper
contractors and property owners alike. The material and
craftsmanship that goes into the larger TYMCO sweepers
goes into the Model 210.
Over the years TYMCO has improved the performance on the
Model 210 by increasing the size of the blower that creates
more suction capability. With greater cleaning power the unit has ample room to hold a full 2 cubic yards of
debris. Also, available on the Model 210 is optional Stainless Steel throughout the body of the unit.
Comfort and safety also plays a roll with the operator while in the cab of the truck. With recently new options
like external camera systems and high visibility LED warning light provide additional safety for the operator.
TYMCO also made it where the operator can safely clean out the unit with extra features such as a T handle
cleaning port. Also, we offer two different styles of chassis to choose from, the cab over style Isuzu NPR series,
or a conventional cab the Ford F350 or F450. This gives the operator a choice that best fits him, and job he is
performing.
We at TYMCO are excited more than ever on the Model 210, as it performs well in all kinds of environments
where a smaller but powerful Regenerative Air sweeper is needed. Please take time to visit our web site at
www.tymco.com for more detailed information and specification. Or contact us at 1-800-258-9626 to arrange
a demo from one of our authorized TYMCO dealers.

